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One of my interests is working crossword puzzles. I had the idea to make my own, think up as many
clues with answers relating to the ice cream industry then seek to have it published in the company that I
was working for at the time newspaper and here’s it is…

It doesn’t show off my engineering talents, but rather that I take an active participation in company
recreation events…
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Not content with crossword puzzles, I went on to produce this identification teaser. My idea was to cut 1”
inch by 1” inch snippets of packaging graphics of products from the company that I working for at the
time, but cut them out in such a manner so as to make their immediate identification obscure. I Then
entered it in the company newspaper for readers to solve which products they are.

All work and no play makes Fred a very dull boy…
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Pamphlet highlighting a full day 8 hours workshop that I conducted on TPM and 5S at the AME show at
the palmetto expo center in Greenville, SC, 2005.
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My name in print again for a company safety awareness campaign with my coming up for a name for our
safety dummy - a standing upright mannequin dressed up in company attire. Each time their was a lost
time accident we would put a marker pin in the dummy to show were all the injuries were populating. I
came up with the name Ernest as in Ernest Hemingway - one of my heroes - as he had a very accident
prone life, once surviving two consecutive planes crashes within days of one another.

Again, it doesn’t show off my engineer talents, but rather that I get involved in other company affairs of
doing business and safety should be everyone’s business…
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Really just standing in as an model for a 911 remembrance photo-op…
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Part of all our MBOs was completing, testing and giving a show ‘n’ tell for at least 2 kaizen events a year
and my involvement as maintenance manager.
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This is a picture of my training field boxes. This is my lean show-on-road which I keep all my own
designed and made training models, apparatuses, audio-visual aids and documents. An interesting point
is that the bottom section is actually a Vietnam era military field desk complete with attachment table and
camping style fold out chair. I bought it on e-bay and spray painted it black to match to top section which
is a machinist’s toolbox.

All conveniently boxes away into a compact unit - works great, love it…
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Field training box in the closed up, boxed up ready to haul condition…
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Field training box opened up and set up ready to enthrall condition…
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Yours truly conducting motor alignment on a 100 hp air compressor. This procedure needs to be done in
the correct sequence and with proper diligence in order to achieve a TDR of .002”. I think I’m showing my
age here as this is all done now with laser alignment technology…
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After my orientation period with a former employer I was asked for a report on my observations during my
orientation which involved me spending a week working in each department. One thing that was very
much in evidence was the current state of the work systems model. It had many departmental functional
silos and wide area management and I witnessed the squabbles and finger pointing inherent in these
systems.

I explained that if the company was to launch a lean journey the current organization of resources would
make that transition to become a lean enterprise an administrative impossibility. I was asked to come up
with a future state lean organization chart. I’m not one to be a master of the obvious and just say what’s
wrong with things without bringing to the table proposed solutions or countermeasures.

I’ve never done a lean organization chart before, but I knew how it should be and I began not with the top,
but at the manufacturing core process or gemba - Japanese term meaning where work is done and where
truth can be found - and worked my way out and what you see is the result.

This doesn’t mean to say that other departments in an organization like purchasing, shipping and
receiving are not important, but gemba is the revenue generating portion of the business and what’s why I
made it the epicenter in my chart. This is my own design, I don’t think you will not see an organization
chart like this anywhere else in the world.

As it turned out hundred of miles away at the same time, like minded corporate executives where drawing
their own lean organization chart and eventually the lines in the division of labor where leaned out. My
chart was never the officially adopted organizational chart, I guess it looked too much like a dartboard…

You may need to blow this up a bit to see it better…
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Access and location to information… As I was developing standard work with a previous employer I knew
that standards are not worth the material they’re printed on if people don’t adhere to them. Part of having
standards adhered to is having those who need to following them have a part in the developmental
process of creating them.

Also important is having point of use, ready at hand, line of sight to those documents. If you can afford to
have everyone walking around with handheld computers that can access a computer mainframe where
those standards reside, more power to you.

The cheaper and more reliable - no batteries required - approach are these catalog stands which I used
as information centers to house standard work uncontrolled released documents onto the shop floor…

Each production line had one of these information stands.
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Lean Jeopardy? Whatever will they think of next… This is actually Dean Davidson, President of The
Adopt Lean Group and my friend and lean teacher’s idea for an ice breaker and warm up exercise. I put
together the MS PowerPoint graphics, hyperlinks, sound bites and word art, I’ll let Dean come up with the
Q and As.

He said that I should be the Alex Trebek game master, but I think he would do a better job of it than me as
he’s always been very good at asking the right questions… We first played the game as the last order of
business at a meeting of The Manufacturers Group held at the Greenville, South Carolina chamber of
commerce. We split the attendees into 3 teams, Dean asked the questions, I worked the computer and
kept score and we all had a lot of fun with it …

I want to have PowerPoint kept track of the team’s scores, but that’s going to take some database code
programming, so I’m going to have to do some studying up on that one…
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Yours truly running a 5 Whys Tops (Team Oriented Problem Solving) workshop. Back to basics with this
one, no probability and statistics esotericism. Keeping it simple and easy. The intent is to firmly and
permanently embed the word ‘Why’ into the attendees’ problem solving vocabulary.

I mix in a few exercises designed to get people working in team oriented problem solving. I split the
attendees into two teams and have them conduct an investigation into real problems using the 5 Whys
method. Albeit a heuristic technique, 5 Whys is a simple yet powerful start for problem solving beginners

Effective problem solving events are the synergistic result of a team of people working together using a
structured approach…
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Yours truly again running a 5S workshop.
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When you think communication what do you think of? A telephone? Text messaging? Emails? Memos?
Posters? Notice boards? How effective are these modes of communication? Send – Receive. In
organization design and organization development in which structures and processes influence worker
behavior and motivation. When you view an manufacturing environment there are basically three levels of
communication; there are the workers out on the shop floor, supervisors and middle managers close by
the manufacturing shop floor and then the top managers or leaders of the organization. How do you pass
up and pass down information effectively through these levels or ‘tiers’ so that messages of
understanding are understood.

You can make the boards however you want, what did here was designed the metrics print out on plotter
sized 48” long X 36” wide placed against the wall and held in place by a same size toughened glass
retainer.

MDI stands for two things Managing Daily Improvements and Multiple Display indicators. This is an
internationally recognized best practice best companies in the world use. A good example of a Multiple
Display Indicator is a vehicle dashboard or a baseball scoreboard. Combine these together and you have
layered or tiered communication conduits to effectively talk to everyone with interactive information. The
above pictures show the installation of a three tiered daily meetings. Tier I is conducted daily at the end
and beginning of the shift and is closest to the workers shift to shift reviewing the last 12 hours of
production results. The ideal place to have these meetings is out on the shop floor is noise level will allow
attendees to be heard.
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Cont.

Storyboards can be used which I have gave mention to in other areas of my website. Tier II is conducted
daily. It may or may not be in the same place. This is where supervisors and cross-function supporting
managers convene to review the last 24 hours of production results. Tier III is also conducted daily and is
usually the top management leadership.

Each level or tier has there own MDI review boards. The boards are interactive, meaning you write using
dry erase markers on the Lexan plastic your updates. By the way, this is standing meetings – no sitting
down. We are all tired of those boring production meetings that drone on and on…
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Whether you use a MDI, SCRUM, SPRINT, DASHBOARD or a STORYBOARD the purpose is the same
and is to act as a communication and information radiator…

• What do I work on?

• Where do I get my work from?

• How long should it take me?

• Where do I send it?

• When do I send it?

When designing your boards make it as interactive as possible, meaning people go to it and look see
meet there with team members and enter or adjust data or information on it manually and regularly with
either a pencil or dry erase. Remember this: ‘Visual management without management standard work is
wallpaper and management standard work without visual management is social tourism’.

If money is no object for you then IoT (Internet of Things) is great if you can have an andon board that
communicates directly to your WMS and ERP systems in real-time. Ask: Does your communication
information board complete the P.D.C.A cycle? Who is going to do what? By when? Follow up…
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Adopt a highway with some of my work colleagues… Summer 2015
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Making Strides Against Breast Cancer charity walk with some of my former work colleagues… Chilly
October 2016.


